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InEight Estimate 

20.2.1 Release Notes 
• Excel Workbook/Built-In spreadsheet: 

o Workbook did not show the progress bar when synchronizing with Estimate. A progress bar 

now shows when synchronizing a workbook with Estimate. 

o The Built-in Spreadsheet was not uploaded to the server when the job save function ran. The 

Built-in Spreadsheet now uploads to the server when saving the job. 

o After selecting an Excel cell name in the Linking a field to Excel dialog box and clicking OK, the 

workbook for that job opens without being prompted. Workbook now remains closed while 

linking a field in Estimate to Excel. 

o The error Object reference not set to an instance of an object occurs when opening a 

workbook from the Estimate tab. Workbooks now open without error. 

o An error showed while attempting to close Estimate as the process for linking a CBS Quantity 

field to Excel occurred. Now if you close Estimate while linking a field to Excel, no other dialog 

boxes appear. 

• Cost Items: 

o An error occurred in dependent cost items when subject cost items list changed and the 

subject cost fields were visible in the CBS Register. You can now make modifications to the 

cost items that change the subject cost item list for a dependent cost item and have Subject 

Cost Rate and Amount fields visible in the CBS Register. 

o An application error occurred when assigning rollup codes to employed resources. An error no 

longer occurs when assigning rollup cost to employed resources. 

o An error occurred while creating a new job from scratch when zero quantity items exist in the 

Master CBS. You can now create a new job from scratch in Estimate when cost items in the 

Library have a saved quantity ratio. 

• Other: 

o Find functionality did not work when the grid had more than 10,000 rows of data. When using 

the Find functionality with more than 10,000 rows, type in your search query and hit enter in 

the Find box to see highlighted results. 

o Job archive files from local machines were not available in the list for the Job Compare 

function. Job archives that exist on the local machine are now made available in the Estimate 

Job Explorer list when selecting jobs for comparison. 

o Entries in the Client log repeated thousands of times after performing specific steps. Log 

entries no longer repeat. 

o An error occurred when a plugin attempts to add a custom column to CBS. Now, when you are 

in the CBS Register, custom columns can be added through a plugin. 


